ABSTRACT The classification in class imbalanced data has drawn significant interest in medical application. Most existing methods are prone to categorize the samples into the majority class, resulting in bias, in particular the insufficient identification of minority class. A kind of novel approach, class weights random forest is introduced to address the problem, by assigning individual weights for each class instead of a single weight. The validation test on UCI data sets demonstrates that for imbalanced medical data, the proposed method enhanced the overall performance of the classifier while producing high accuracy in identifying both majority and minority class.
I. INTRODUCTION
Classification in medical diagnostics is able to aid in disease diagnosis and predicts outcomes in response to the treatment. Many efforts have been made to improve the classification performance. For instance, in traditional methodology for classification, logistic regression-based trichotomous classification tree was applied in diagnosing breast cancers [1] . Non-parametric empirical bayes algorithm was developed for integrative genetic risk prediction of complex diseases with binary phenotypes [2] . Hierarchical support vector machinebased algorithm was employed in the EEG-based motor imagery classification task [3] . Bionic algorithms were also introduced in the classification of medical data. Self-adaptive niche genetic algorithm with random forest was proposed to build model for sepsis patient's stratification [4] , Classification rules were extracted by ant-miner algorithm and thereby applied in diagnosing heart disease etc. [5] . Utilizing neural network (CNN) algorithm, multimodal disease risk prediction model was developed to predict the risk of chronic disease in communities [6] , and classify lung nodule by unsupervised image features learning [7] . However, in the practice of medical classification, data are usually classimbalanced [8] , which means the distributions of classes are not uniform [9] - [11] . In binary-classification cases, the class with larger distribution is named as the majority while the other is named as the minority [12] , [13] . Dealing with the class-imbalanced data, conventional algorithms are prone to consider tend to minority observation as noise or outliers and ignore them in the classifying [12] , thereby tend to classify samples into the majority class [9] , [14] , [15] . Consequently, the predictive accuracy for the minority class will be much lower than that for the majority class [8] , [16] - [20] .
To solve the aforementioned problems, data usually need to be processed to construct a balanced dataset [21] - [32] . However, in classification in medical diagnostics.., it is often desirable to retain as much data as possible. Therefore, the direct application of data is widely employed. Classifier Combination is a practical method [18] , [28] - [30] , [33] , [34] , and the ultimate goal of designing pattern recognition systems is to achieve the best possible classification performance for the task. This suggests that different classifier designs potentially offering complementary information about the patterns to be classified, which could be harnessed to improve performance when dealing with class imbalanced data [35] - [40] . There were many popular algorithms concerning about Classifier Combination; such as Bayesian [41] , [42] , Dempster-Shafer [43] - [47] , Fuzzy Integral [48] , [49] , and Voting Methods [50] - [57] . The Voting Strategy which is built by Bayesian and Novel Naive Bayes is proposed [58] . A Combination Method based on the Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence is built [59] , an Evidence-based Combining Classifiers method is proposed for brain signal analysis [60] . Dempster's Rule is combined multiple classifiers using for text categorization [61] . Dempster-Shafer Fusion is combined models of prostate cancer [62] . Fuzzy Integral and Genetic Algorithms are combined multiple neural network classifiers [63] . Bayesian and Dempster-Shafer methods require a priori knowledge, and the calculation of the fuzzy measure function is very complex [58] - [63] . To find a more convenient way to build the model, we chose Voting Method, which uses a unique method to integrate classifiers. Furthermore, the calculation is simple and does not require an auxiliary combiner or preset function, it is not limited to decision trees with axis-parallel splits, and it is applicable to any type of classifiers [64] .
The most popular method of voting is major voting, which based on random forest (RF) algorithm. Random forest classifiers can achieve high accuracy in data classification compared with many standard classification methods [65] - [68] , and it can minimize the overall classification error rate and has the ability to handle class imbalanced data [4] , [56] , [69] . However, when the imbalanced rate increases (e.g., 15%), the classification ability is weakened [56] , [70] , [71] , it is because that each classifier has the same weight when the classifiers are combined [70] , [72] . Therefore, to solve this problem, a method of combining classifiers with different weights is proposed. Weight voting random forest (WRF), an algorithm of getting the decisions of each classifier is multiplied by a weight to reflect the individual confidence of these decisions [73] - [75] . A weighted majority voting method which is based on class-conditional independence of the classifier outputs is proposed [76] . Endogenous voting weights is mentioned for elected representatives and redistricting [64] . Power in Weighted Voting Games with SuperIncreasing Weights is analyzed [77] . A random forests (RF) method with weighted voting for the task of anomaly detection is presented [72] , [78] . The internal out-of-bag (OOB) error metric is used as a tree-weight in RF [79] . However, these approaches have not dramatically improved predictive ability. Each classifier only has a single weight when the classifiers are combined [80] , [81] , which is not adequately distinguish between the majority class and the minority class; the class weights (CWs), which refer to the different weights per class of each classifier are not obtained. Based on this observation, classifiers require multiple weights, and increasing the CWs of each classifier has the potential to improve the overall predictive performances [82] . Therefore, CWs should be assigned to better represent the classifier's ability to distinguish the difference between the majority class and the minority class [21] , [83] - [86] .
Therefore, we proposed a class weights voting (CWsRF) algorithm based on random forest algorithm (RF), which contains an approach (CWsV) and trains a collection of classifiers in different weights per class to combine the output of each classifier into an ultimate prediction [87] . Different weights per class are obtained from the empirical error of different classifiers. The algorithm assigns individual weights for each class instead of a single weight and focuses on the problem of effective identification for the minority class. It can improve the recognition performance for minority class while maintaining those for majority class.
II. METHOD
The algorithm, CWsRF is proposed; there are three procedures as fellows: Building RF Model, Building CWsV and Classifying Votes; as shown in Fig. 1 . 
A. THE FRAMEWORK OF CWsRF
RF takes the same weight for different classes of samples and ensembles by major voting, which makes the classifiers sensitive to the majority class(MAJ), and the classification performance of the minority class(MIN) is decreased when it faced with imbalanced data. Therefore, an approach of CWsV is designed to distinguish MAJ and MIN.
There are three procedures: 1) Building RF Model: the vote of RF is obtained. 2) Building CWsV Method: it is the key procedure of the proposed algorithm (CWsRF) is mainly being introduced. It has two steps: a) the most important step is different weights per class were calculated; each classifier has two different weights (minority and majority weight); b) the votes of the samples are calculated. 3) Classifying Votes: the improved votes are classified using the threshold: Aggregating Probability (AP).
B. THE PROCEDURES OF CWsRF 1) BUILDING RF MODEL
Traditional RF is building to obtain the vote of classifiers.
v i,j,c , v_te i,j,c , the labels denoting the j th classifier in the i th sample of the training set and test set need to be first 
2) BUILDING CWsV
CWsV, Key procedures of CWsRF will be presented in two steps, as shown in Fig. 2 . The classification capability of each classifier is often used to evaluate the weight of a classifier; therefore the classifier's prior accuracy (ACC) is used to measure the different weight per class (W ∝ ACC); and the weights were used to calculate votes.
(
1) Calculating Different Weight per Class
Step 1 (Calculating score i,j,c ): score ij,c , the score of each classifier for each sample, they have one statue, either 1 or 0. The equation is given as follows:
Step 2 (Calculating ACC j,c ): Step 3 (Calculating w j,c ): w j,c , the weights of each classifier per class, are calculated to obtain new voting results based on ACC j,c . They also have two values. 
vtrain i,c , vtest i,c are concert to train set, test set; they are the total votes to i th sample in MIN and MAJ.
3) CLASSIFYING VOTES A best AP value is obtained through max AUC. AUC is widely used in evaluating the performance of classification of imbalanced data sets:
n MIN and n MAJ are the number of minority and majority cases, and r i is an ordinal number in the sorting table of the i th minority case. Then, the AUCs of different j are calculated, argmax AUC j is obtained, the current value j is recorded, and AP = j, the optimal AP is obtained. After that, AP and vtest i,c are used to determine the result of classifying, as shown in Fig. 3 . 
C. FLOWCHART
According to the above analysis, the flowchart of CWsRF is presented, shown in Fig. 3 . The weights of the classifiers between MIN and MAJ are distinguished. The SP database contains cardiac single proton emission computed tomography images collected during the myocardial perfusion diagnostic process [88] . The MA database contains information on the discrimination of benign and malignant mammographic masses. The WDBC database is the Diagnostic Wisconsin Breast Cancer Database. The Colic database contains horse-colic data. OST contains osteoporosis data. The imbalanced information contained in the included datasets is summarized in TABLE 5. In medical data collection, the class imbalanced rate of data varies because of different incidences. For example, according to GLOBOCAN statistics, female breast cancer incidence rates range from 25.6 cases per 100,000 females in Thailand to 95.3 per 100,000 in the Netherlands [88] , and in the affected population, the mortality rate is approximately 10% to 25%. Osteoporotic fracture in China ranges from 40-50% in women and is 20% for men [89] . The incidence varies greatly among different diseases, and in addition, in machine learning fields, the class imbalanced ratio between the minority class and the majority class is not less than 20-25% [90] , [91] . Therefore, the content above was combined to show the versatility of the algorithm, and the datasets were altered by different imbalanced rates (IRs): the minority class was set to 25%, 20%, 15%, or 10% of the majority class, respectively. Moreover, the IR and the incidences of the datasets used in this paper were matched. These findings show that the algorithm presented here has high practical significance.
III. DATASET DESCRIPTION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

B. PARAMETER SETUP
The running times of algorithm (t) is set as 50, the data are randomly selected to construct different IR datasets 50 times; and the average results are taken as the final outcome. And thus, random forest is an ensemble algorithm which has good performance, so the running parameters are setting in accordance with tradition. The number of the classifiers (H) is set as 300 [92] , [93] .The number of the class is 2, 1 is used to represent the MIN, and 0 represents the MAJ. Our algorithm is implemented by C++ and Matlab, the accuracy of the classification, AUC, F1-score, Recall and the accuracy of MIN and MAJ are used to analyze the effectiveness. The results of RF, WRF, and CWsRF are distinguished.
IV. RESULTS
A. AUC, F1-SCORE, RECALL
AUC, F1, Recall is commonly used when the performance of a classifier needs to be evaluated to select a high proportion of minority instances in the dataset. AUC is beneficial for being independent of class distribution and cost; Recall is a quality measure of completeness/quantity, which intuitively reflects the proportion of positive samples that are correctly identified. F-score (F1) is a harmonic mean of precision and recall, which can be interpreted as a weighted average of precision and recall. They can distinguish the performances between classifiers when processing imbalanced data [94] - [96] . These scores reach the optimum value at 1 and the worst score at 0. As shown in TABLE 6, the AUC, F1, Recall of CWsRF is higher than those of RF and WRF. Taking CO as an example, with increasing IR, AUC score of CWsRF has better performances. When IR = 25%, RF (AUC score of 0.66, F1 core of 0.76, Recall score of 0.69), WRF (AUC score of 0.73, F1 core of 0.81, Recall score of 0.75)., whereas CWsRF (AUC score of 0.83, F1 core of 0.85, Recall score of 0.88). Although CWsRF got improved, it does not show a particular advantage. When IR = 20%, AUC score for CWsRF is 0.17, 0.09 higher than those for RF and WRF; F1 score is 0.06, 0.02 higher than those for RF and WRF; Recall score is 0.21, 0.13 higher than those for RF and WRF. When IR = 15% and 10%, CWsRF has marked advantages, as AUC and Recall score is approximately 0.30 higher than those for RF and WRF; F1 score is nearly 0.20 higher than those for RF and WRF. Therefore, CWsRF has more advantages over RF and WRF in dealing with imbalanced data.
B. ACCURACY OF THE MINORITY AND MAJORITY SAMPLES
In classification in medical diagnostics, the classes of interest are often scarce, and therefore, in such an unbalanced situation, accuracy of the minority samples (ACC_MIN) and accuracy of the majority samples (ACC_MAJ) are more important than the accuracy. Therefore, we observed the changes in these values, especially in ACC_MIN.
As shown in TABLE 7, when the imbalance increases, ACC_MAJ, the ability to recognize the majority class, changes little, whereas ACC_MIN, the ability to recognize the minority class, decreases. However, ACC_MIN of CWsRF is less affected. ACC_MIN of CWsRF is better than those of RF and WRF for different IRs. Considering the CO samples as an example, with the increase in IR, ACC_MIN of CWsRF shows a distinct advantage. When IR = 25%, ACC_MIN of RF and WRF are 0.68 and 0.76, respectively, whereas that of CWsRF is 0.87. When IR = 20%, ACC_MIN VOLUME 6, 2018 of RF and WRF are 0.59 and 0.67, respectively, whereas that of CWsRF is 0.79; when IR = 15% and 10%, ACC_MIN of RF and WRF, which decreased more obviously, are approximately 0.40, whereas that of CWsRF is 0.70. With increasing imbalance, the change in CWsRF is not sensitive to RF and WRF. Therefore, CWsRF can better identify the minority class. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show that all the results were positive, so CWsRF performed better than RF and WRF. Additionally, with increasing imbalance, especially for IR = 15% and 10%, CWsRF−RF and CWsRF−WRF are increased, and thus, CWsRF is more advantageous than RF and WRF.
C. ACC
As shown in Fig. 6 , the accuracy of all algorithms is approximately with 80%-90% due to the increase in imbalance when the performance is not sufficient to identify the data well, and the external results are reflected by the increase in accuracy. For example, when there are 100 data points, 90 of which belong to the majority class and 10 to the minority class, if the classifier divides the 100 data points into the majority class, the correct rate is also 90%. Hence, high accuracy does not mean good performance, and it is necessary to combine the classification accuracies of the majority class and the minority class. An algorithm can be considered a good class imbalanced classification algorithm if it fulfills the following conditions: accuracy without loss (or little loss), increased AUC, and accuracy of classifying both the minority and majority samples. Since the accuracy rate is high (greater than 80%) combined with high AUC and ACC_MIN, that CWsRF achieves better performance.
V. DISCUSSION
The Performance and complexity are discussion in the section.
A. PERFORMANCE
The performances of MIN are increased while maintain the accuracy of MAJ (shown in TABLE 6, section IV). So, the performance of MIN has improved significantly, so it is discussed. (Due to limited space, the performance for MAJ has not been mentioned.)
According to the theory of classification, the distance (D) of the sample to the classification line was used to evaluate the performance of the algorithms. D is calculated from the measured point to the threshold line. Larger distances lead to less misclassification.
There is a sample P (x 0 , y 0 ), its location is determined by (X , Y ), X is the number of votes for MAJ, and Y is the number of votes for MIN. The line L is Ax+By+C = 0. The samples P (x 0 , y 0 ) can be relatively expressed as D from (x 0 , y 0 ) to the line L, Q is the pedal of P on L. Q can be express as Since j > 0, Substituting (4), (5) (19) It can be preceded in two parts: Part (1): Determine whether the result of (20) is positive:
Determine whether n MIN greater than
, lead to:
Considering the characteristics of classifying imbalanced dataset, not all of them give correctly classification, implying that, H > Max( H MIN j=1 score i,j,MIN ), meaning the result of equation (20) is positive.
Part (2): Determine whether the result of (21) (21) is negative.
Equation (20) is positive while equation (21) is negative, further analysis should carried to determine whether the result of (20) larger than (21) . In order to analyze the problems of easily, write: (24):
(23) into (20) , (21) , gives:
Equation (24) (ForX is larger thanȲ in the classification of imbalanced data set usually). Since n MAJ n MIN and score i,j,MIN , score i,j,MAJ are produced RF (according to the procedure 1, section II); therefore, the idea need to analyzed by the datasets instead of equation of CWsV. The sample CO is took as example.
From Fig.8 , the results are positive; therefore D CWsRF −D RF is determined to be positive:
The distances of CWsRF are larger than those of RF. Furthermore, the results of the improved distances are shown in Fig. 9 . CWsV −MV and CWsV −WV are positive for all IRs. Therefore, CWsRF has better generalization ability for MIN than RF and WRF.
B. COMPLEXITY
The complexity is O (tHfd · log n) in RF [97] , t is the number of running times, H is the number of the classifiers, f is the number of the features, n is the number of the data; c is the number of the classes. One approach is added in WRF compared to RF. It is: Calculating the weight of each classifier, which mainly reflected in the number of classifiers, the number of samples. Its complexity is O (Hn). Therefore, the complexity of WRF is O (tHfd · log n + tHn)
Two approaches are added in CWsRF compared to RF. They are (1) the weights of each classifier per class; (2) the APs based on the number of classifiers.
(1) Approach 1 th , which mainly reflected in the number of classifiers, the number of samples, the complexity of the number of classes. So the complexity is O (Hnc); (2) Approach 2 th , which has an application of the sorting process, selecting the maximum AUC value, which mainly reflected in the number of classifiers. So the complexity is O (H · log H ) .
Therefore, the complexity of CWsRF is O (t · (Hfd · log n+ Hnc + H · log H )). The values (n, k and t) have influence on the efficiency of CWsRF.
In addition, to evaluate the algorithms' complexity, the average running time on the five different datasets were calculated and the results are shown in TABLE 8. The experiments are conducted on PC ( Intel Core i7-3537U, 2.5 GHz CPU and 4 GB memory). From the TABLE 8, it shows similar runtime on the different data for the same algorithm. The shortest cost time of CWsRF is 2.20s (on the dataset with 962 instances, 5 attributes), while the longest is 2.41s (on the dataset with 313 instances, 85 attributes). The results are acceptable in the practice of medical diagnosis and big complex data will be tested in the further study.
VI. CONCLUSION
The classification of class imbalanced data is a new research topic and represents an urgent problem to be solved. An algorithm (CWsRF) to develop class weights for processing imbalanced medical data was proposed. In the study, the empirical error is taken as the measurement to obtain class weights of the classifier. The algorithm yields superior performance than other schemes. The proposed algorithm had very high accuracy classifying, AUC, F1 and Recall.
This paper is an attempt to improve the ensemble learning algorithm of RF dealing with binary classification and could be extended to ensemble learning with other algorithms and multi-classification problems.
